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October 30, 2011 
 
 
Dear ANS Members: 
 
The American Nuclear Society 2011 Mission to India (the Mission) was formed to be a follow-on 
to former ANS President Harold McFarlane’s 2007 mission and to continue India-U.S. nuclear 
cooperation. This Mission team toured three nuclear facilities, on Tuesday, September 27; 
Wednesday, September 28; and Saturday, October 1. Throughout the trip, the Mission team 
had numerous press engagements.  
 
In the following report, details of, lessons learned from, and contacts made during our journey 
are presented to provide you, my fellow ANS members, with information that can be used as a 
guide if you choose to perform collaborative technical work with Indian colleagues in the near 
term. The body of the report is relatively short—only a few pages—however, the pages refer 
the reader to specific appendices for details on corresponding topics. 
 
This report highlights the findings and conclusions of the Mission team while the appendices 
articulate the team’s recommendations. ANS has a key role in supporting the growth of U.S.-
India nuclear collaboration. The Obama Administration’s continued support of this Bush 
Administration initiative shows bipartisan support rare in the United States, especially with 
respect to nuclear projects. There is an enormous opportunity for the great democracies of the 
world (the oldest, and the largest) to open their nuclear markets to each other. 
 
The Mission team comprised a diverse cross section of ANS’s membership, as detailed in 
Appendix G. I thank all the team members for supporting this Mission. An extra “thank you” 
goes to Dr. Corey McDaniel, a U.S. expatriate living in Mumbai, who organized the trip and has 
a firm grasp on the issues regarding U.S. companies doing work in the emerging nuclear energy 
market of India.  
 
I especially thank Ben Holtzman for his efforts in drafting and coordinating input on this report. 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
 
Eric P. Loewen, PhD 
President 
American Nuclear Society 
 



REPORT OF THE AMERICAN NUCLEAR SOCIETY 2011 MISSION TO INDIA 
 

 
Why go to India, and why take this Mission team?  
 
These are fair questions. The Mission team went to India because ANS believes that the 
United States has a stake in India’s success and that nuclear energy is a key to that 
success. Participants in this Mission experienced firsthand how India develops 
nuclear energy to provide safe, clean, and affordable electricity to its population and 
economy; see how nuclear technology is being utilized in India for everything from 
water desalination to medical isotope production; and meet the people leading the 
industrial and underlying research and development (R&D) programs. The ANS 
members who were invited represented academia, the government, and industry. 
During their time in India, the Mission team members acted as representatives for the 
broader ANS membership to gain access to a broad cross section of leaders in the Indian 
nuclear field and make numerous new professional friends as ideas were exchanged and 
contacts were developed, for the benefit of all ANS members, whatever their 
professional focus.  
 
This was the second ANS Mission to India. The first occurred in 2007 and was led by 
former ANS President Harold McFarlane. That mission as well as this one was supported 
by the U.S. embassy, in New Delhi, and the U.S. consulate, in Mumbai. The Mission team 
toured research facilities at Indira Gandhi Centre for Atomic Research (IGCAR) and 
Bhabha Atomic Research Centre (BARC), as well as manufacturing facilities at Larsen & 
Toubro Limited (L&T), and had discussions with many of the senior nuclear leaders and 
academics. The Mission team was able to evaluate various aspects of Indian nuclear 
technology, strengthen the connection between the Indian Nuclear Society and ANS, 
and improve the opportunities for U.S. businesses.  
 
 
Overview of Mission Itinerary  
 
The mission began with a press conference on Monday, September 26, in Mumbai, 
where we held a press conference announcing that ANS had brought a delegation to 
India and that ANS as well as many U.S. companies would be attending the Nuclear 
Energy Safety Summit and Expo later in the week at the Bombay Exhibition Centre. The 
news of the conference and “Framework for Indo-US Nuclear Education Cooperation” 
even made The Times of India, the world’s largest English-language circulated 
newspaper in the world! The article and additional press along with other press contacts 
are included in Appendix A. 
 
Tuesday, we boarded a plane and flew across the country to Chennai, where we then 
drove 80 km south to Kalpakkam so that we could tour IGCAR. On site, we were able to 
tour the operating Fast Breeder Test Reactor (FBTR). The FBTR has been operating safely 



without incident for more than 20 years. The FBTR uses a unique mixed plutonium-
uranium carbide fuel that has safely reached a burnup of 155 GWD/MTU (165 
GWD/MTU in a subassembly) without fuel failure. (See Appendix B for additional 
information on IGCAR.) After being “wowed” at IGCAR, we had dinner with the leading 
IGCAR scientists back at our hotel.  
 
Wednesday was another early morning flight across India. This time we headed back to 
Mumbai to tour the manufacturing facilities at L&T, where we learned about the nuclear 
manufacturing capabilities of India. This was one of the many highlights of the trip as we 
were able to tour not only the L&T campus but also its manufacturing shop, which 
produces the sodium-water steam generators being supplied for the Prototype Fast 
Breeder Reactor (PFBR). The attendees could see, feel, and understand not only L&T's 
but also India’s deep commitment to the advancement of nuclear science and 
technology. (See Appendix C for more information on L&T.) After the tour, it was back to 
the hotel for a dinner with the Mission team and key Indian personnel. 
 
Thursday was the Department of Atomic Energy (DAE) Summit with a keynote address 
by Dr. Srikumar Banerjee, Chairman of the DAE. (See Appendix B for more information 
on the DAE.) The message from all the presenters was that since we are all in this 
together as technologists, let us work together to make a brighter future for tomorrow. 
In fact, ANS President Dr. Eric Loewen was quoted as saying, “The global platforms 
provided by the Summit, the Expo, and related events provide a wonderful forum for 
sharing perspectives on deploying nuclear technologies to benefit our respective 
countries and our shared world.” The day also consisted of a lunch with U.S. 
Ambassador Peter Burleigh in the U.S. Nuclear Infrastructure Pavilion at the India 
Nuclear Exposition (the Pavilion) and many interviews with the Indian press. The day at 
the summit concluded with an exhibitor’s dinner at the Expo. 
 
Friday began with the ANS India Section Annual Meeting at the Pavilion before the start 
of the Indo-U.S. Nuclear Energy Safety Summit, where American companies touted their 
impressive reactor designs and special guest Dr. R. K. Sinha, Director of BARC, gave a 
presentation on India's own water-cooled reactor, the Advanced Heavy Water Reactor 
(AHWR). (Appendix C includes the conference agenda as well as details on all the 
presenters and their presentation titles.) In the evening, we departed the exhibition 
center for dinner with the U.S. Ambassador and Consul General at the U.S. Consulate in 
downtown Mumbai. (Appendix D includes the dinner invitation and the business cards 
of U.S. government contacts.) At the dinner, ANS President Loewen conferred the ANS 
Presidential Citation to Dr. Anil Kakodkar, former Chairman of the Indian Atomic Energy 
Commission and Secretary of the DAE, for his critical leadership role in successfully 
negotiating the Indo-U.S. civil nuclear agreement. 
 
Saturday commenced at the Indian Institute of Technology, Bombay, where the ANS 
India Section hosted a symposium on the Framework for Indo-U.S. Nuclear Education 
Cooperation, at the Victor Menezes Convention Centre. Numerous talks were given to 



students and professors from more than a dozen Indian and American universities, 
consisting of how the nuclear engineering academic and research programs in India and 
the United States operated as well as possible ways for collaboration. While avenues for 
collaboration already exist through presenting research at ANS conferences using 
the current infrastructure, these talks focused on how collaboration among the 
universities themselves could be improved. Ideas ranged from summer-study-abroad 
programs to get students across the ocean and having them do research outside of their 
nonnuclear class to formal programs where a student would do 2 years of his or her 
program at a university in the United States and 2 years at a university in India. 
(Appendix E includes additional information on research collaboration.) Immediately 
after, we headed to BARC, where we met with BARC’s leadership team and received 
another impressive tour that included Dhruva, the 100-MW research reactor; hot cells; 
and a demonstration of how BARC vitrifies waste—using a surrogate material. (More 
information on BARC and contact information can be found in Appendix B.) (An 
interesting anecdote is that the mangos that were discussed by former President 
George W. Bush during his visit to India were irradiated at BARC.) Finally, we concluded 
the day and the Mission with a dinner at the McDaniel residence before flying home. 
 
 
Basics of the Indian Nuclear Energy Plan 
 
The most impressive aspect of the Indian domestic nuclear program is that it has 
remained true to the vision first laid out more than 50 years ago by Dr. Homi Bhabha, 
considered the father of atomic energy in India. Such consistency in implementation 
would be unheard of in the United States, and yet, in India the political leadership has 
supported the plan over five decades regardless of political affiliation! While it is 
unfortunate that our democracy cannot follow its plans, it is a testimony to India’s 
determination that it has stuck to its plan for so long.   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



The Three-Stage Indian Nuclear Power Program 
 

 
 
As the figure above shows, the Indian Nuclear Energy Plan consists of three stages and 
will result in India’s being self-sufficient in the fields of nuclear science and technology, 
and engineering. This self-reliance and energy independence will allow India to grow its 
economy and raise the standard of living for its people. The plan believes in adopting a 
closed fuel cycle in order to extract the maximum energy from the limited uranium 
resources and to provide long-term energy security by utilizing the country’s vast 
resources of thorium. Each successive stage of the Indian three-stage plan will be 
attained only after building a strong foundation in the previous stage.  
 
The first stage of the plan is to use natural uranium in pressurized heavy water reactors 
(PHWRs) to generate electricity, depleted uranium, and plutonium. The latter two will 
be used as fuel material along with thorium for the fast breeder reactors (FBRs) that will 
generate electricity, more plutonium, and 233U in the plutonium-fueled FBRs of the 
second stage as well as develop associated recycling technologies. The plutonium would 
be refabricated into fuel for other second-stage fast reactors, while the 233U will be used 
in the third stage of reactors. The third stage uses 233U and thorium to power 233U-
fueled breeder reactors. These reactors generate additional 233U for further use in third-
stage reactors as well as electricity. The plan is for all reactor stages, fuel fabrication, 
pyroprocessing, and waste treatment, to be located at the same site to limit the amount 
of transport required. 
 
The largest consequence of India’s nuclear isolation is that the world probably 
underestimates India’s determination and dismisses its plans as foolhardy or overly 
ambitious; however, India should not be underestimated. India has a great long-term 
vision for its nuclear program, and the Indian nuclear industry can confidently look many 
years into the future.  
 



India is expected to invest $100 billion in its nuclear energy sector over the next 20 
years. The India perspective was best stated by Dr. Bhabha himself when he remarked, 
“No power is costlier than no power.” Dr. Bhabha realized that a lack of electricity would 
cost India far more in the long term than any development program would ever cost up 
front—especially when complete energy independence lay at the end. It is important to 
note that India will move forward with its three-stage plan regardless of any U.S. 
concerns about proliferation risks. It is very important to the Indians that they continue 
with closing the fuel cycle to fully utilize their resources, provide nuclear sustainability, 
and have credible waste management. 
 
In spite of decades of isolation, Indian scientists and engineers have gained an 
impressive amount of experience in their indigenous technology as well as confidence in 
themselves. The program is considered to be part of the pride of India by everyone to 
whom we talked, and the Indians will continue to press forward with their plans. (See 
Appendix F for more on India’s nuclear future.)  
 
 
Points to Consider 
 
Overall, the Mission was beneficial and enlightening. India is definitely a place where 
ANS members can and should be pursuing nuclear science and technology activities as 
there remains great potential for two great democracies to work together. That is not to 
say that there are no barriers remaining for U.S. companies; however, these need to be 
worked out on a governmental level and are beyond the scope of this report. 
 
At the birth of the Indian nuclear industry, the Indians had only enthusiasm and the will 
to press forward. Today, the will and enthusiasm remain, but they are joined by pride 
and experience. The Indian nuclear program is worthy of pride, not only for its 
technological successes but also for India’s having achieved such success largely by its 
own efforts—having trained its own people and developed some very impressive 
technologies. 
 
U.S. Secretary of Energy Dr. Steven Chu said it best: “Our choice is clear … develop these 
technologies today, or import them tomorrow.” India is fast on its way to becoming a 
world leader in nuclear technology. It is moving forward in accomplishing its goals and 
will not wait. Will we? 
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Getting the Word Out 











APPENDIX B 
Government Support 

 
 
Department of Atomic Energy 
  
The DAE is a government-run entity that comprises R&D institutions (such as BARC and 
IGCAR), regulatory boards and organizations (such as the Atomic Energy Regulatory 
Board and the Nuclear Power Corporation of India Limited), universities (such as the 
Homi Bhabha National Institute), and numerous other entities. It is under the direct 
charge of the Prime Minister of India and is responsible for nuclear technology, nuclear 
power, and research.  
 
 
Indira Gandhi Centre for Atomic Research  
 
IGCAR was established in 1971, under the DAE, and was chartered to pursue a broadly 
based multidisciplinary program aimed at scientific research and advanced reactor 
engineering with a focus on the development of fast reactor technology. IGCAR’s vision, 
“To be a global leader in sodium cooled fast breeder reactors and associated fuel cycle 
technologies by 2020,” seems almost assured. 
 
The current operating fast reactor (FBTR) uses a mixed plutonium-uranium carbide fuel, 
but the plan is to utilize oxide fuel before switching to metallic fuel in commercial fast 
reactors for the higher rate of plutonium and 233U production that is required for the 
latter stages of the Indian Nuclear Energy Plan. The Indians have done extensive 
research into how to have their fuel achieve higher burnups; it has already reached >155 
GWD/MTU without fuel failure, as part of a directive to reduce the quantity of fuel 
required. While we were able to tour the FBTR, we were unable to see the nearly 
complete 500-MWe PFBR or the KAMINI reactor. The KAMINI reactor is an advanced 
test reactor and the only operating reactor in the world that uses 233U, in an Al alloy, as 
its fuel. 
 
India assigns an equal emphasis to nonpower applications of nuclear energy—which is a 
message that ANS President Loewen took to heart when he had his heart scanned on-
site via magnetocardiography, which is a technique to measure the magnetic fields 
produced by the electrical activity of the heart. IGCAR is researching additional 
applications in health care as well as applications in agriculture and water desalination. 
One such example is the nuclear desalination plant at Kalpakkam, with a capacity of 6.3 
ML/day, which is currently the largest nuclear desalination unit in the world.  
 
One opportunity for collaboration with IGCAR would be for ANS to assist in getting 
IGCAR’s Atmospheric and Ocean Dispersal Modeling Group the radiation dispersal data 



from Fukushima so that the group can compare its modeling predictions to the data. 
The group is part of the safety readiness program for India and it helps create escape 
routes in case of accidents so the evacuees can safely move without getting dose. 
 
 
Bhabha Atomic Research Centre  
 
BARC does a wide spectrum of scientific and technological research that extends from 
basic research to full plant-level operations, covering accelerators, supercomputers, 
radioisotopes, and lasers. Its core mandate is to provide the R&D support required to 
sustain nuclear power generation in India, covering the conceptual design of the 
program, the creation of computer models and their validation against simulated 
reactor conditions, structural and nuclear fuel material selection and testing, and risk 
analysis.  
 
This mandate has never been changed since BARC’s inception in 1945. BARC also works 
on the development of the storage and disposal of spent nuclear fuel as well as human 
resource development through partnerships with universities and the BARC Training 
School (created in 1957). There are 19 groups that cover 94 divisions and employ 
approximately 4,200 scientists and engineers. 
 
BARC is also home to the DHRUVA reactor. The DHRUVA reactor uses heavy water as 
moderator and coolant; has a maximum power of 100 MWt; and contains unique 
features such as water turbines and light water as both shielding and reflectors. It is 
used as an experimental neutron physics facility. 











APPENDIX C 
Supporting a Nuclear Industry 

 
 
Summit and Expo 
 
The Indian Nuclear Energy 2011 Summit (the Summit) is India’s largest nuclear 
exposition and ran from September 29 through October 1 at the Bombay Exposition 
Centre in Goregaon, Mumbai. The Summit provided a common platform to address 
nuclear liability issues, regulatory issues, and safety issues and concerns. U.S. companies 
showcased their achievements and capabilities. Such chances for so many pivotal 
figures to meet and learn from each other in a single location are quite rare. Dr. 
Srikumar Banerjee, Chairman of the Atomic Energy Commission, delivered the keynote 
address at the Summit. 
 
The goal of the Mission, the Summit, the Pavilion, and education outreach activities was to 
promote cooperation among nuclear professionals of the United States and India. These 
activities even drew the attention of the higher echelons of the U.S. government. The 
Hindustan Times reported on October 9 that U.S. Secretary of State Hillary Clinton 
mentioned the Summit as an event “where you saw a host of top-tier American 
companies working to expand our private engagement and investment in the civil 
nuclear sector.” 
 
The Pavilion, certified by the U.S. Department of Commerce, featured many U.S. 
corporations and the Indo-American Chamber of Commerce. Its purpose at the 
exposition was to work toward the extension of the U.S. supply chain globally into India. 
The United States is the gold standard in quality and safety, and by U.S. assistance with 
the development of India’s infrastructure, India can safely continue to grow its economy 
into the future as well as increase collaboration with U.S. companies. 
 
The Mission team left the India Nuclear Energy 2011 Exhibition and Conference with the 
impression that the Indian nuclear industry is potentially a great partner for U.S. 
organizations serving the nuclear industry. 
 
 
Larsen & Toubro Limited 
 
                                                                Larsen & Toubro Limited is an $8.5 billion 
                                                                technology, manufacturing, engineering, and 
construction organization that does it all. It is a “one-stop-shop solution” for nuclear 
industry needs, with expertise covering nuclear piping and equipment packaging, 
reactor services, steam generators, calandria, end shields, heat exchangers, precision 
machining, and nuclear power plant electronics. 
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Through its participation in the various projects of the Indian nuclear history, L&T has 
emerged as a total solution provider with unmatched experience in nuclear 
infrastructure. L&T is already exporting into the United States. 
 
On February 15, 2011, L&T became the first company in India to ship dry shielded 
canisters for spent-fuel transportation and storage to the United States and Europe. The 
canisters were manufactured in accordance to the U.S. Code of Federal Regulations (10 
CFR) and Nuclear Safety Class 1 standards. 















APPENDIX D 
U.S. Government Support 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 





APPENDIX E 
Growing the Future 

 
 
Framework for Indo-U.S. Nuclear Education Cooperation  
 
The symposium first discussed the status of nuclear engineering education programs in 
both the United States and India as well as their research programs, before breaking 
into small panel discussions focusing primarily on research.  
 
In India, students are jointly selected with the DAE and are guaranteed employment 
with the DAE upon graduation. Even before graduation, the students are heavily 
influenced by the DAE as the research areas that universities pursue are based on the 
problems faced by the Indian nuclear industry, which is essentially run by the DAE. 
 
Academia is a prime area for collaboration between the United States and India. 
Students could be sent back and forth between universities in both countries. India has 
excellent laboratories, test reactors, and experience through its indigenous nuclear 
program specializing in fast reactors, the thorium fuel cycle, and waste isolation. One 
way that Indian students could benefit from U.S. facilities, without having to travel to 
the United States, could be for Indian universities to use the Internet research reactor e-
PULSTAR, which is a virtual version of reactor data, control, and readout systems. There 
are examples of both international and domestic students already using e-PULSTAR. 
More information about e-PULSTAR can be found in the slides at the end of this 
appendix. 
 
 
Existing Collaboration with Fermilab 
 
Throughout this report, we discuss some of the possibilities for future collaboration with 
our Indian colleagues. Many of you likely have many concerns about the viability of such 
a partnership. To help ameliorate these worries, we would like to show a case study, 
with Fermilab. In fact, numerous students have received their doctorates through Indian 
institutions and Fermilab collaborations. 
  
Fermilab and Indian Institutions have been collaborating on high-energy-physics 
experiments since 1985. While the researchers at Fermilab are most interested in the 
results pertaining to particle physics, the Indian researchers have been developing 
technical capabilities for their nuclear energy, physics, and material science research 
programs. Additionally, a memorandum of understanding was signed on January 9, 
2006, to further extend this collaboration into accelerator and detector technologies.  
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1. Evolution of Nuclear 1. Evolution of Nuclear 
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Engineering Education in Engineering Education in 

the USthe US

1. The Beginnings 1. The Beginnings –– 1950 & 60’s1950 & 60’s1. The Beginnings 1. The Beginnings –– 1950 & 60’s1950 & 60’s

 Nuclear Engineering programs as “focus area” within other 
engineering disciplines:
 Mechanical Engineering

 Chemical Engineering

 Physics

 Oak Ridge’s Reactor School:
 Broad training & education program for professionals
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 Broad training & education program for professionals

 Instructed by many of the Fathers of nuclear education in US

 Birth of several graduate programs in Nuclear Eng (NE)

 Nuclear power buildup  rapidly rising HR demand:
 Development of Undergraduate (UG) NE curricula

 Many NE BS-granting programs/departments open

 First generation of nuclear engineers join workforce

 Golden age of nuclear Power & NE education in US

1. The Middle Ages 1. The Middle Ages –– 1970 & 80’s1970 & 80’s1. The Middle Ages 1. The Middle Ages –– 1970 & 80’s1970 & 80’s

 Early 1970s:
 Continued growth of nuclear power: Oil embargo of 1973

 NE programs flourish with strong governmental & industrial support

 UG programs serve essential function as pipeline of Grad students

 1979 – Three Mile Island accident:
 Mishandling of communications following the accident
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 Loss of public trust  nuclear power reactor orders cancelled

 1980s:
 Nuclear industry self-reforms  today’s exemplary performance

 Declining enrolments in both UG & Grad NE programs

 Oil glut in mid 80s  cheap oil  interest in nuclear power declines

 1986 – Chernobyl accident:
 Nuclear power all but dead!

1. The Dark Ages 1. The Dark Ages –– 1990s1990s1. The Dark Ages 1. The Dark Ages –– 1990s1990s

 Nuclear power growth halted: HR needs sharply decrease

 Declining governmental support of NE education:
 End of the Cold War

 Rising nuclear proliferation concerns

 The sufferings of NE programs:
 Enrolments sharply decline especially among US students
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 NE graduates redirect career into non-nuclear employment

 Several NE Departments shutdown or absorbed into other 
Engineering Departments: Deconstruction!

 Many university research reactors shutdown & decommissioned

 Doom & gloom prevails at NE academia in spite of:
 Exemplary performance record of nuclear power industry 

 Vastly improved economics of nuclear power

 Recognized risk of US’ heavy reliance on oil’s geopolitics
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1. Rising from the Ashes 1. Rising from the Ashes –– 2000s2000s1. Rising from the Ashes 1. Rising from the Ashes –– 2000s2000s

 Starting in late 90s: Environmental concerns
 Acid rain from coal burning: costly treatment of emissions

 Greenhouse effect: search for non-carbon-emitting energy sources

 Agents of change in US:
 Nuclear power as baseload: 70% of all non-carbon-emitting energy 

sources @ 20% of total US energy production

 Growing nuclear power global markets: rapidly growing economies 
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in Far East  rising demand for cheap energy

 Oil dependency & rising instabilities in the Middle East

 9/11 attacks  new concerns about nuclear terrorism

 Turning the tide: A new Golden Age?
 US government support of NE education reinvigorated: $

 Opening of several new NE Programs/Departments

 2011 Fukushima: global repercussions but no immediate 
effect on enrolments

2. Overview of US NE 2. Overview of US NE 
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Education SystemEducation System

2. General Description2. General Description2. General Description2. General Description

 Lack of central planning/controlling authority:
 True job-market demand drives resource allocations at local level

 Generally characteristic of American approach intended to:
 Encourage creativity & innovation

 Drive competition for improved results

 Seek non-conforming, diversely-based wisdom

 G t t i fl i
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 Government exerts influence via:
 Funding incentives: competitive awards or grants

 Implementing policies & programs to dis/encourage certain results

 Creating jobs in governmental agencies or industry

 Cherished characteristics:
 Vigorous protection of academic freedom

 Autonomy: decisions driven by local vision & aspirations

 Openness: inclusive/welcoming of non-US faculty & Grad students

2. NE Educational Institutions2. NE Educational Institutions2. NE Educational Institutions2. NE Educational Institutions

 State universities:
 UG &/or Grad degrees

 Typically large universities even if small NE

 Inexpensive UG education

 Private universities:
 UG &/or Grad degrees
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 Typically smaller universities

 Typically expensive UG education

 Community Colleges:
 Technical training  nuclear workforce

 Feeder of selected students into NE-BS programs

2. Constituencies of Nuclear Enterprise2. Constituencies of Nuclear Enterprise2. Constituencies of Nuclear Enterprise2. Constituencies of Nuclear Enterprise

State    
Univ

Private  
Univ

Comm
Coll

Professional 
Dev: Dist Ed

Academia
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Vendors

Utilities
Other: 

Medicine

Industry

State

Labs
Fed 

Agencies

Gov

2. Constituencies Interrelationships2. Constituencies Interrelationships2. Constituencies Interrelationships2. Constituencies Interrelationships

 State Gov funds Community Colleges & State Universities:
 Economic development of populace

 Attract business & industry to locate within state  jobs & tax $

 Federal Government funds Research Universities:
 Agencies implement federal initiatives & programs

 National labs collaborate on mission-oriented research

 Recent Federal ni ersit s pport
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 Recent Federal university support:
 Nuclear Energy University Program (NEUP):

 ~$50M/yr: competitive proposals  DOE’s mission & nuclear infrastructure

 $5M/yr: Scholarships & Fellowships (S&F)

 Integrated University Program (IUP):
 DOE, NNSA & NRC $5M/yr each: Scholarships & Fellowships (S&F)

 NNSA & NRC $10M/yr each: curriculum & faculty development; Comm Col

 Industry support: S&F, internships, research, grants & equip
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2. Typical Degree Requirements2. Typical Degree Requirements2. Typical Degree Requirements2. Typical Degree Requirements

 ABET-accredited BS in NE:
 ~2 yrs of basic science & math + general engineering courses

 ~2 yrs NE specific & supportive courses

 Many electives to broaden experience: humanities, …

 Senior Design Project: team work, multidisciplinary, communication

 NE as minor for other engineering disciplines
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 Masters degrees:
 Admitted students hold BS in science, math, engineering

 6-8 courses at graduate level

 Time to complete degree in 1.5 to 2.5 years

 Thesis option – research oriented often precursor to PhD
 Document research in theses, usually defend to committee

 Non-thesis option – terminal professional degree
 Project-based, research not necessary  predictable timeframe

2. Typical Degree Requirements 2. Typical Degree Requirements (cont)(cont)2. Typical Degree Requirements 2. Typical Degree Requirements (cont)(cont)

 Doctorate:
 Admitted students hold BS or MS in science, math, engineering

 MS not required but usually attained by student along the way

 PhD Qualifying Exam: verify adequacy of student’s NE core 
competency

 Some programs require additional 6-8 advanced graduate courses 
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 Intensive innovative-research oriented degree
 Research proposal presented to PhD committee for advice & approval

 Dissertation composed & defended to committee to graduate

 Time to complete degree: 3-5 years with large variance

3. Recent Trends3. Recent Trends
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3. NE Departments in the US3. NE Departments in the US3. NE Departments in the US3. NE Departments in the US

 Source Book: compilation on NE programs data
 Visit https://inlportal.inl.gov/portal/server.pt/community/neup_home/600/press_releases

 Lists 32 NE programs/departments: UG/Grad/both

 Lists 438 Faculty (includes adjunct & emeritus)

 Lists 25 Research Training Reactors

 Nuclear Engineering Department Heads Organization 
(NEDHO)
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(NEDHO):
 Visit http://www-ners.engin.umich.edu/NEDHO/index.html

 Coordinate & unify voice of NE academia in addressing US 
government

 Factsheets on some US NE programs

3. NE Degrees Awarder3. NE Degrees Awarder3. NE Degrees Awarder3. NE Degrees Awarder
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1. Reactor Labs on the Web1. Reactor Labs on the Web
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1. University Research Reactors1. University Research Reactors1. University Research Reactors1. University Research Reactors

 Typical mission of a University Research Reactor:
 Teaching: Reactor labs for Undergrad & Grad courses

 Research: Resource to strengthen proposals & “seed” new ideas

 Service: Industrial applications for pay

 ~20 remaining in the US with power from few KW to MW

 Example: NC State’s 1 MW PULSTAR since 1973
 Sample teaching experiment: measure moderator temperature &
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 Sample teaching experiment: measure moderator temperature & 
power reactivity coefficients including Doppler feedback

 Research/Service tools & facilities:
 Neutron Imaging Facility

 Neutron Powder Diffractometer

 Intense Slow Positron Beam

 Ultra Cold Neutron Source

 Neutron Activation Laboratory

 2010 DOE Infrastructure Award ($1.4 M) to raise power to 2 MW

1. e1. e--PULSTAR: Internet Research ReactorPULSTAR: Internet Research Reactor1. e1. e--PULSTAR: Internet Research ReactorPULSTAR: Internet Research Reactor

 Initial stage:
 Virtual version of reactor data: control & readout systems

 Provide access to virtual data online

 Students at US NE programs without Research Reactor take 
classes (reactor labs) over internet 

 Examples: University Tennessee, Georgia Tech

 Nov 1, 2010, e-PULSTAR goes international:
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, , g
 NE Program, Jordan University of Science and Technology (JUST) 

connects to PULSTAR

 Full audiovisual & data communication via internet

 JUST students remotely use PULSTAR in reactor lab senior-course

 First use of nuclear reactor in remote instruction across borders

 Project supported by IAEA & US Department of Energy

 Arrangement blessed by US Nuclear Regulatory Commission & US 
National Nuclear Security Administration

1. PULSTAR Details1. PULSTAR Details1. PULSTAR Details1. PULSTAR Details

 Mission:
 Enhance, promote, & utilize PULSTAR & facilities in exemplary 

manner, leading to national recognition

 Dedicated to research, teaching, and extension

 Used by UNC faculty & staff, other academics institutions, 
government & industries in North Carolina & US
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 PULSTAR specs:
 H2O pool type

 4% pin-type fuel: UO2 pellets in zircaloy cladding

 High fuel : moderator ratio

 high fast leakage at core boundary

 large thermal hump in reflector

 intense thermal neutron beams

1. More on e1. More on e--PULSTARPULSTAR1. More on e1. More on e--PULSTARPULSTAR

 Remote participants able to:
 Interact with PULSTAR personnel: audiovisual links

 Direct remote control cameras in the reactor control room

 View real-time reactor operating data to collect experimental data

 Examples of laboratories that may be provided include:
 Reactor Startup
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 Reactor Startup 

 Control Rod Calibration 

 Moderator Temperature Coefficient 

 Power Defect Coefficient 

 Axial Power Density Measurement 

 For more visit http://www.ne.ncsu.edu/nrp/index.html
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2. 2+2 Undergraduate Program2. 2+2 Undergraduate Program
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2. Typical 2+2 Arrangement2. Typical 2+2 Arrangement2. Typical 2+2 Arrangement2. Typical 2+2 Arrangement

 Feeder program concept:
 Students complete first 2 years of engineering curriculum at feeder 

program

 Transfer to specialty engineering program: earn target degree in 2 
years

 M ti ti
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 Motivation:
 Inexpensive to student & sponsor

 Reduce relocation “pains” to student: improved retention
 Smaller classes at typically UG-oriented feeder programs

 Remain near home (support system) in transition from high-school

 Diminish admission risk to student: pre-established requirements to 
qualify for transfer

 Specialty program focus resources on advanced & grad instruction

2. Variations on the Theme2. Variations on the Theme2. Variations on the Theme2. Variations on the Theme

 South Carolina State University’s BS in NE:
 Students finish 7 semesters including basic NE courses at SCSU

 Last semester at NCSU for advanced NE courses + Design Project

 NCSU courses transfer back to SCSU that confers BS-NE degree

 Extension to Graduate Degree:
 Newly minted MOU between NCSU & Vidya Pratishthan’s COE
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 Negotiated basis for NCSU’s Master of Nuclear Engineering (MNE) 
degree to Indian students  template for other Indian universities

 9 Credit hours (CH) in VP-COE courses: 2 Advanced Engineering 
& 1 Engineering Math courses

 9 CH in NCSU NE courses possibly via Distance Ed: NE 
Fundamentals; Rad Safety & Shielding; Reactor Systems

 9 CH at NCSU: N Materials; Fuel Cycles; Waste Management

 3 CH MNE project under supervision by NCSU faculty





 
APPENDIX F 

India’s Nuclear Future 
 
 
India remains firmly committed to its indigenous nuclear program and is planning a 
major expansion of nuclear installed capacity to 20,000 MWe by 2020, with further 
planned growth to reach ~60,000 MWe during the early 2030s. By 2050, India hopes to 
attain 25% of its total power demand through nuclear power. India has devised a fully 
integrated energy policy and realizes that in the long term, only nuclear energy will be 
able to meet its energy demands. 
 
The Indian installed nuclear power capacity is currently 4,780 MWe from a total of 20 
operating reactors (18 PHWRs and 2 boiling water reactors). Of the nuclear power 
reactors operating in the world today, India has the sixth largest quantity. The Indian 
nuclear power industry has registered more than 345 reactor years of safe operation. 
 
The PHWR was primarily chosen because it requires little to no uranium enrichment, 
maximizing the use of India’s limited uranium resources. India drew upon the heavy 
water experience of the Canadians and of the French for fast reactors. In many ways, 
they now appear to be the leaders in both of these technologies.  
 
India is entirely self-sufficient in nuclear technology with respect to its PHWRs and fast 
reactors; however, as a non-signer of the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty, India may 
not exchange ideas with other nations. As such, the Indian government, through the 
DAE, has been forced to support and actively fund the development of India’s nuclear 
technologies and industrial capacities. Consequently, homegrown scientists, engineers, 
and technicians have created many Indian innovations, which cannot be shared with the 
world.  
 
Even though India has gained access to the international uranium market, it has no 
plans to alter its course. Instead, India views this access as an opportunity to diversify its 
light water reactor (LWR) holdings. India is very interested in having foreign vendors 
build LWRs in the near future to increase India’s electricity production while its closed 
fuel cycle matures. There is currently construction being done on two 1,000-MWe 
VVERs at Kudankulam that are being set up in technical cooperation with Russia; these 
are in addition to the six 700-MWe PHWRs and one 500-MWe PFBR that the Indians are 
building on their own. Additionally, AREVA is already present in India. Other nations are 
obviously already positioning themselves to benefit from the growth of the India nuclear 
complex—the fear that undertoned our visit was that the United States would not 
benefit as much.  
 



No matter how many LWRs are built, the Indians realize that uranium is fundamentally 
finite. They know that it is only a matter of time before the supply runs out. They deem 
it foolish to use only a small fraction of the available energy when it is possible to extract 
nearly all the energy, which is only possible using the fast reactors and reprocessing 
technology in the latter stages of the Indian Nuclear Energy Plan.  
 
The development of the AHWR is fundamental to the success of the final stage of India’s 
three-stage fuel cycle plan. It will utilize metallic thorium fuel and heavy water for a 
moderator. The Indians plan to convert from carbide fuel, in their fast reactors, to oxide 
fuel—to take advantage of the worldwide experience with oxide fuel—before eventually 
converting to metal fuel for its faster doubling time.  
 
The AHWR incorporates the lessons learned and experience from PHWRs in the first 
stage and adds passive safety features. The Indians are also hoping that the AHWR could 
be used for hydrogen production and water desalination, in addition to electricity 
generation. India wants to be the first country to extract electricity from a thorium-
powered reactor. This area could provide the opportunity for a U.S.-India collaboration 
on fast reactors and thorium reactors. 
 
The closed fuel cycle is considered the best way to handle long-term disposal. The 
Indians have a separate three-stage plan for waste disposal: immobilization, interim 
storage, and deep disposal. The PUREX process is currently used for separating the 
uranium and plutonium before vitrifying the remaining spent fuel; however, the Indians 
are continuing their research into pyroprocessing, and they noted that there would be a 
transition to it in the future.  
 



APPENDIX G 
Delegate Roster 

 
 

Dr. Eric Loewen  
American Nuclear Society (ANS), President 
GE-Hitachi Nuclear Energy (GEH), Chief Consulting Engineer 
 
Dr. Eric Loewen supports GEH’s Advanced Reactor and Advanced Recycling 
Center, which couples electrometallurgical processing and the PRISM 

sodium-cooled reactor. His current work involves leading GEH's efforts to deploy the 
integral fast reactor (PRISM—a small modular reactor) that will recycle spent nuclear 
fuel from the current fleet of light water reactors and also eliminate weapons-grade 
material. Dr. Loewen received MS and PhD degrees in nuclear engineering and 
engineering physics, respectively, both from the University of Wisconsin-Madison, after 
completing several years of service in the U.S. Navy. He also received two BA degrees, in 
chemistry and in math, from Western State College. Dr. Loewen served as a consulting 
engineer for the Idaho National Laboratory as well as an advisor to a U.S. Senator as the 
2006 ANS Congressional Fellow. 
 
 

Dr. Sukesh Aghara 
Prairie View A&M University (PVAMU), Chemical Engineering (Nuclear), 
Associate Professor 
NSF Center for Energy and Environmental Sustainability, Director 
 

Dr. Sukesh Aghara is a member of the Department of Chemical Engineering (Nuclear) at 
PVAMU, a member of the Texas A&M University System. He is PI/Director of the $1 
million per year, 5-year, NSF CREST Center for Energy and Environmental Sustainability. 
In addition, he is the leader of the Radiation Transport Group with the NASA Center for 
Radiation Engineering and Science for Space Exploration. He served as a NASA 
Administrator’s Fellow for 1 year at NASA Langley Research Center. Previously, he was a 
visiting scientist with the Nuclear Science and Technology Division at Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory. His expertise includes radiation shielding analysis and experimental design, 
applications of nuclear analytical techniques, nuclear energy, and nuclear security. Dr. 
Aghara received MS and PhD degrees in nuclear engineering from the University of 
Texas at Austin. He also received an MS degree in environmental engineering from 
Vanderbilt University. Dr. Aghara serves on the board of the Nuclear Power Institute, a 
multiagency (university/industry/utilities) consortium focused on the development of 
the nuclear workforce of the future. 
 
 



Dr. Yousry Y. Azmy 
Nuclear Engineering Department Heads Organization (NEDHO), Chairman 
North Carolina State University, Department Head, Professor of Nuclear 
Engineering 
 

Dr. Yousry Y. Azmy is lead PI of development activities for the renowned neutral particle 
transport code TORT. His expertise includes implementation of neutron transport and 
diffusion methods on multiprocessing computers and the development of parallel 
performance models.  He previously taught at Penn State and served as a research 
scientist at Oak Ridge National Laboratory. Dr. Azmy received MS and PhD degrees in 
nuclear engineering, both from the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. He 
received a BS degree in nuclear engineering from the University of Alexandria, Egypt.  
 
 

Thomas Bergman 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), Division of Engineering, Office 
of New Reactors, Director 
 
Thomas Bergman has more than 20 years of experience with the NRC. He is 

the NRC’s senior management lead for bilateral relations with India. Previously, he was 
Deputy Director for Licensing Operations in the Division of New Reactor Licensing, a 
position he held since the Office of New Reactors was formed in 2006. His other NRC 
experience includes the Office of the Executive Director for Operations, Office of 
Nuclear Regulatory Research, Region III, and Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation.  Prior 
to joining the NRC in 1990, Mr. Bergman worked for ARINC Research Corporation and 
for the Naval Nuclear Propulsion Directorate in the U.S. Navy. Mr. Bergman received an 
MBA degree from the University of Maryland and a BS degree in aerospace engineering 
from the University of Michigan. 
 
 

Dr. Sama Bilbao y León 
American Nuclear Society (ANS), Board of Directors, International 
Committee 
Virginia Commonwealth University (VCU), Nuclear Engineering Programs, 
Director 

 
Dr. Sama Bilbao y León became an associate professor in the Department of Mechanical 
and Nuclear Engineering at VCU in January 2011. She was one of the key individuals 
involved in the creation of the Dominion-sponsored master’s degree in nuclear 
engineering offered by VCU from the fall of 2007. Until December 2010, she was 
Technical Head of the International Atomic Energy Agency Water Cooled Reactors 
Technology Development Unit. From February 2001 until March 2008, she was a nuclear 
safety analysis engineer at Dominion Generation. She earned the ANS Public 
Communications Award in 2002, and in 2007 she received the NA-YGN Founder Award, 



the highest award given to an NA-YGN member. Dr. Bilbao y León received MS and PhD 
degrees in nuclear engineering and engineering physics, both from the University of 
Wisconsin–Madison, and an MBA degree from Averett University. She received BS and 
MS degrees in mechanical engineering and energy technologies, respectively, both from 
the Polytechnic University of Madrid. 
 
 

David Blee 
U.S. Nuclear Infrastructure Council (NIC), Executive Director 
 
The NIC is a national coalition of more than 40 member companies for 
policy, business, and public education issues affecting nuclear materials 

transporters, suppliers, and customers. David Blee’s public service includes 
appointments as Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary of Energy and Director of Public 
Affairs for the U.S. Department of Energy and as Chief of Staff to former U.S. Senator 
Connie Mack, during his service in the U.S. House of Representatives. Mr. Blee’s private 
sector experience includes assignments as Executive Vice President for Marketing and 
Business Development and Group Executive Vice President for Worldwide Consulting for 
NAC International (NAC), an Atlanta-headquartered energy services company. Prior to 
joining NAC, he served as a principal in several leading strategic communications firms, 
including Robinson, Lake, Lerer & Montgomery and Franklin, Blee & Burling. 
 
 

Robert Cleveland 
Rosemount Nuclear Instruments, Asia Pacific Manager 
 
Robert Cleveland has 10+ years of experience in the field of nuclear power 
marketing Rosemount Nuclear safety-related pressure transmitters 

worldwide. He has managed Rosemount’s nuclear business in Asia Pacific since 2003. 
Rosemount Nuclear Instruments, Inc., is a division of Emerson Process Management, 
which is dedicated to the design, manufacture, and distribution of safety-related 
pressure measurement instrumentation for the worldwide nuclear power industry. Mr. 
Cleveland received a BA degree from Lenoir-Rhyne University. He recently participated 
in business management courses at St. Thomas University. 
 
 

Matthew J. Dryden 
AREVA USA, Vice President, Business Development – Strategic Initiatives 
 
Matthew J. Dryden is responsible for strategically positioning and providing 
linkage to AREVA’s entire North American Operations portfolio offering by 

actively engaging and aligning interests within both new and exisitng customer bases, 
governmental policy, and financial communities. Previously, he served as Vice President 
of Marketing and Commerical Operations for GE-Hitachi Nuclear Energy and spent the 



first 16 years of his career at American Electric Power. Mr. Dryden received an MBA 
degree from Indiana University and a bachelor’s degree in business administration from 
Siena Heights University. He received an associate’s degree in nuclear power from Terra 
Technical University.    
 
 

Benjamin Holtzman 
Westinghouse Electric Company, Nuclear Fuel Rod Design Engineer 
 
Benjamin Holtzman is currently responsible for ensuring the fuel integrity 
throughout life for all reactor types serviced with Westinghouse. He has 

been a part of the nuclear industry for 5 years and previously worked at Knolls Atomic 
Power Laboratory, GE-Hitachi Nuclear Energy, and Sargent & Lundy. He first joined the 
American Nuclear Society (ANS) as a student and has had numerous roles ranging from 
Student Section President to Marketing Chair for the 2009 Young Professionals 
Congress. Currently, Mr. Holtzman is most prominently serving the ANS as Presidential 
Executive Assistant to ANS President  Dr. Eric Loewen. He is also an executive board 
member of the ANS Young Members Group, serves on the Professional Development 
Coordination Committee, is a member of the ANS Standard 53.1 Working Group, and is 
Finance Chair for the 2011 Young Professionals Congress. Mr. Holtzman received MS 
and BS degrees in nuclear, plasma, and radiological engineering, both from the 
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. 
 
 

Mark W. Marano 
Areva USA, Senior Vice President, New Plant Build Operations – USA 
 
Mark Marano was appointed to his current position on January 1, 2010. His 
previous position was Senior Vice President New Plants Business 

Development for AREVA NP Inc. upon his initial hire in March 2009. He also served as 
Senior Vice President Marketing at GE-Hitachi Nuclear Energy. In this position he was 
responsible for all inorganic and organic growth initiatives for the global nuclear 
business, including mergers and acquisitions, strategic partnerships, alliances, joint 
ventures, and dispositions. Other positions held include Vice President Uranium 
Business Unit at (GE) Global Nuclear Fuels; Vice President, Financial Planning at AEP 
Service Corporation; and Vice President of Business Services for both the fossil and 
nuclear generation fleet at AEP Generation. Prior to joining AEP, Marano worked at 
Florida Power Corporation (Crystal River nuclear plant), Carolina Power and Light 
(Brunswick nuclear plant), and PSEG (Hope Creek and Salem nuclear stations). He also 
was a pricing analyst and industrial engineer for several New York state companies, 
including a large defense contractor (Grumman Aerospace). Mr. Marano received a BS 
degree in business administration from State University of New York, College of 
Oswego, and is completing an MBA degree from the New York Institute of Technology, 
Old Westbury, New York. 



 
 

Dr. Corey K. McDaniel 
American Nuclear Society (ANS), India Local Section, President, 
International Committee, Chairman 
NuScale Power, Country Manager for India 
McDaniel Technical Associates, Inc., Chairman/Managing Director 

 
Dr. Corey K. McDaniel represents NuScale Power in Mumbai. He has more than 20 years 
of experience as a manager and advisor on nuclear technology, business, and policy 
issues.  Before moving to India, he spent 5 years as the senior advisor to three U.S. 
senators, advising on energy and environmental policies on seven U.S. Senate 
committees. He previously served as a managing director of an energy development 
company, as the senior technical associate at an energy and environment consulting 
practice, and as a nuclear safety scientist at Los Alamos National Laboratory. Dr. 
McDaniel received a PhD degree in environmental science and public policy from 
George Mason University. He received MS and BS degrees in nuclear engineering from 
the University of New Mexico and Purdue University, respectively. Dr. McDaniel first 
joined ANS as a student in 1989. 
 
 

Shikha Prasad 
American Nuclear Society (ANS), Local Section Committee, Executive 
Committee 
University of Michigan (U-M), Department of Nuclear Engineering, 
Doctoral Candidate 

 
Shikha Prasad is a U-M Barbour Scholar. She is President of the Teach for India Chapter 
at U-M. She has served ANS for more than 5 years in various capacities and is currently a 
member of the Executive Committee of the ANS Local Section Committee. In the past 
she worked for General Atomics; Hitachi-GE Japan; Bhabha Atomic Research Centre; 
Oak Ridge National Laboratory; and ERIN Engineering and Research, Inc. 
 
 

Dr. Atam S. Rao 
American Nuclear Society (ANS), International Committee 
ALTRAN, Principal Consultant Global Nuclear 
 
Dr. Atam S. Rao is a recognized leader, innovator, and effective proponent 
of complex issues, having traveled to more than 40 countries, wirh many 

international contacts, and speaking several languages.  Most recently, he spent 5 years 
at the International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna, Austria, as the Head of the Nuclear 
Power Technology Development Section. Previously, he had a 31-year distinguished 
career at GE in the nuclear power industry. He has organized several very large 



international projects and activities and has worked extensively with industry, 
government regulators, and different organizations. Dr. Rao received PhD and MS 
degrees in mechanical engineering , both from the University of California, Berkeley. He 
received a bachelor’s degree in mechanical engineering from the Indian Institute of 
Technology (IIT), Kanpur, India. Dr. Rao is an ASME Fellow and has received the ASME 
George Westinghouse Gold Medal and the Distinguished Alumni Award, IIT, Kanpur, 
West Coast Chapter. 
 
 

Dr. Vijay K. Sazawal 
USEC, Inc., Director of Government Programs 
 
Dr. Vijay K. Sazawal has more than 35 years of professional experience in 
the nuclear industry covering the entire fuel cycle. He is currently at USEC, 

Inc., which is a leading supplier of enriched uranium fuel for commercial nuclear power 
plants worldwide. He is a member of the U.S. Department of Commerce’s Civil Nuclear 
Trade Advisory Committee. Prior to joining USEC, Inc., he worked at COGEMA Inc. (now 
Areva NC) for 7 years, where his last position was Vice President of Engineering and 
Technology. Dr. Sazawal completed his doctoral degree in structural mechanics in 1975 
and immediately joined Westinghouse Electric Corporation in the Advanced Reactors 
Division; his tenure at Westinghouse lasted 20 years. Dr. Sazawal received a PhD degree 
in structural mechanics from the Michigan Technological University. He received  an M. 
Tech. degree in materials engineering from the MA College of Technology, Bhopal, India, 
and a bachelor’s degree in mechanical engineering from the Banaras Hindu University, 
India. Dr. Sazawal played an active role as a subject matter expert in the U.S.-India civil 
nuclear agreement. 
 
 

Dr. Shailesh R. Sheth  
GE-Hitachi Nuclear Energy (GEH), Vice President of India Strategy 
 
Dr. Shailesh R. Sheth leads a matrix 30-person GEH team in the execution 
of commercial negotiations and early project planning activities with 

NPCIL and has overall responsibility for the planning and implementation of GEH’s 
business strategy in India. From March 2008 and until he assumed his current role in 
October 2010, he was Vice President of Global Marketing for GEH’s New Plants business 
with responsibility for formulating and executing GEH’s New Plants business and 
marketing strategy globally in collaboration with the New Plants product line. Dr. Sheth 
received a PhD degree in chemical engineering from the University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign. He received an MS degree in chemical engineering from the State 
University of New York in Buffalo. He received a B.Tech. degree in chemical engineering 
from the Indian Institute of Technology, Mumbai, India.  
 
 



Gary T. Urquhart 
Westinghouse Electric, Vice President and MD for the India, SE Asia, and 
Taiwan regions 
 
Gary T. Urquhart is responsible for all business activities within the region 
including business development and project delivery. He is located in the 

Westinghouse Asia Regional headquarters in Tokyo. He started his career in the nuclear 
power industry nearly 40 years ago with Babcock & Wilcox and moved to Westinghouse 
in 2002. He has diverse engineering experience in nuclear primary component design 
and manufacturing, quality assurance, remote inspection, and service equipment design 
and field services. Besides his technical experience he has had business development, 
sales, and project management leadership responsibility for nuclear services and fuel 
including an assignment at BNFL’s Sellafield MOX plant. He relocated to Tokyo in 2007 
and assumed his current position in 2010. Mr. Urquhart received an MBA degree from 
Lynchburg (Virginia) College. He received a BS degree in mechanical engineering from 
the State University of New York at Buffalo. He is a licensed registered engineer in 
Virginia. 
 

Ed Wolbert 
Transco Products, Inc. (Transco), President 
U.S. Department of Commerce’s Civil Nuclear Trade Advisory Committee 
(CINTAC), Chairman 
 

Transco is a leading U.S. medium-sized manufacturer and contractor dedicated to 
nuclear power. Ed Wolbert has been in the nuclear power industry for more than 30 
years, has been with Transco for the last 26 years, and has served as its president for the 
last 14 years. He oversees the daily strategic direction and tactical operations of 
Transco, including direct guidance of its foreign activities. Mr. Wolbert is a member of 
the American Nuclear Society and is also a member of ASTM (serving on the C16 
Committee).  Mr. Wolbert was also recently appointed to serve on the National Institute 
of Standards and Technology / Manufacturing Extension Partnership National Board of 
Advisors for a 3-year term. 
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